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Important Dates

Last date of registration
28th December, 2018

Intimation to the participants
2nd January, 2019

Registration Fee
Rs. 300/- for faculty members (Diploma/Degree/PG) of GTU Affiliated Institutes. Registration fee includes lunch, breakfast/refreshment and registration kit.

How to Apply

The applicants are required to send scanned copy of filled up form along with DD/Cheque of registration fees to Email jigar.zala@sal.edu.in on or before 28th December 2018. The registration form is also available on website www.sal.edu.in. For further query please contact Mr. Jigar Zala (Mo: 9537762033). The selection of the participants is on “First-come-First” basis.

Eligibility

The FDP is open for faculty members of GTU affiliated institutes having ISTE life membership. Faculty members can avail ISTE life membership at the time of registration by paying the fees (Rs. 3000+18% GST) by DD (in favour of “Indian Society for Technical Education” Payable at New Delhi) and duly filled up form. Kindly visit www.isteonline.in for more information. Applicant has to send scanned copy of DD for ISTE life membership fee to Email - jigar.zala@sal.edu.in on or before 28/12/2018.

About ISTE

The Indian Society for Technical Education is a national, professional non-profit making society registered under the society’s registration act of 1860. The Major objective of the ISTE is to assist and contribute in the production and development of top quality professional engineers and technicians needed by the industries and other organizations.

About ISTE Gujarat Section

ISTE Gujarat section has now a remarkable strength of 6,500+ of Life Members, more than 30,000 Student Members and 132 (89 Degree & 43 Diploma Institutes) Institutional Members. There are 70 ISTE Chapters and almost equal number of student chapters under the section (Ref. Annual Report of ISTE, 2015). ISTE Gujarat Section has its Head Quarter near Polytechnic in the premises of The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda near Tarabag Colony, Pandya Bridge, Nizampura, Vadodara, w.e.f. 10 September 2000.
About GTU

Gujarat Technological University is a premier academic and research institution which has driven new ways of thinking since its 2007 founding, established by the Government of Gujarat vide Gujarat Act No. 20 of 2007. Today, GTU is an intellectual destination that draws inspired scholars to its campus, keeping GTU at the nexus of ideas that challenge and change the world. GTU is a State University with 486 affiliated colleges in its fold operating across the state of Gujarat through its FIVE zones at Ahmadabad, Gandhinagar, Vallabh Vidyanagar, Rajkot and Surat. The University caters to the fields of Engineering, Architecture, Management, Pharmacy and Computer Science.

About the Institute

Established in 2009 by Adarsh Foundation, SAL Group of Institute offering graduate and post graduate programs in Engineering, Pharmacy, MBA and Architecture, having 6 colleges and 11 branches. SAL Group of Institutes are affiliated to GTU and approved by AICTE, New Delhi. SAL Technical Campus is rated by The Times of India as No. 1, the best in private Engineering colleges in Gujarat. SAL Technical Campus is managed by technically and experienced and well qualified team members under leadership of Dr. Rajendra Shah (Chairman). The Campus has grown steadily and is imparting quality technical education to young engineers. It is the 1st and only institute in Gujarat ranked by QS- 1 gauge (UK).

About the Department

The department of Civil Engineering offers Degree course in Civil Engineering and Post graduate program in Structural Engineering. The Department has state of the art well equipped laboratories including computer facilities. Our initiatives are aimed to provide high end technical education and build careers of our students. We give equal emphasis on fundamental studies, practical exposure and industrial orientation. The students also carry out their projects at the leading industries which give them exposures to live industrial problems/activities. Under the student exchange program, in collaboration with foreign universities students are given opportunity to avail global

Objectives of FDP

To enrich and update the knowledge of faculties through interaction with eminent personalities from industries and academies. The knowledge sharing will provide effective teaching learning process to the students and will be beneficial to the society.

About the FDP

The FDP covers various recent advance topics in civil engineering such as use of advance softwares like BIM, NEWTON for estimation. Also Sustainable development through eco friendly transportation systems and water resource management, seismic strengthening of structure, recent trends and regulations for Urban planning, etc along with several field visits and supported by hands on session.

Registration Form

One Week
Faculty Development Program (FDP)
“Advancements in Civil Engineering”
7th - 11th January 2019
SAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING RESEARCH
Ahmedabad - 380060

- Full Name (in block letters):
- Designation:
- Affiliation with Addresses:
- Highest Qualification:
- Contact Number: (M)
- E-mail:
- ISTE Life Member: Yes/No
- If yes, provide life membership number:
- Details of Registration Fees:
  Amount Rs............ only)
  DD/Cheque No: Date:
  (DD should be drawn in favour of “SAL Institute of Technology & Engineering Research”, payable at Ahmedabad)

Signature of the Participant
Seal of Industry/Organization
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